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Calavo Growers of California Variety Marketability Ratings 
 

 
 

The five columns on the right-hand side show the marketability ratings from 1931 to 
1935 inclusive, based on all five factors—eating quality, keeping quality, appearance, 
present salability and future salability. 
The column headed "Rated as to eating and keeping quality" is a new departure this 
year. It was developed to tie in with qualification for "Calavo" rating. It does not take into 
consideration the three other factors— appearance and present and future salability. It 
was felt that the quality yardstick consisted of eating and keeping qualities—that these 
were the inherent goodness the consumer expected when buying "Calavo." Appearance 
is, of course, no index as to the goodness or poorness of fruit itself. The consumer 
cannot eat "looks." The other two factors, present salability and future salability are 
matters of opinion and can, to some extent, be controlled by the sales staff. Eating and 
keeping quality cannot be tampered with—if the fruit is good to eat and keeps until it 
reaches the consumer—that is what determines whether it shall go "Calavo" or not. The 



number of varieties listed on this year's questionnaires is limited to 18, compared with 
36 last year. The 18 varieties include the 14 that were on the "Calavo" list last year, and 
4 others which some of the members think should be on the "Calavo" list. Prince and 
Carlsbad were just under the 60 point deadline set by the Board for "Calavo" rating. 
An interesting part of this season's questionnaires was the proportion of the trade 
recommending "Calavo" on the different varieties. Of the present "Calavo" varieties, 
trade recommendations for "Calavo" rating ranged from 100% on Puerte to 61% on 
Challenge—that is, each and every individual answering the questionnaires 
recommended "Calavo" on Puerte and so on down the line to Challenge, on which 61% 
of those answering recommended "Calavo." Immediately there was a wide gap for on 
Prince, the highest rating candidate for Calavo, only 28% of those answering felt it 
should go "Calavo." Only 2% of those answering the questionnaires recommended 
Anaheim under "Calavo." 
All of the varieties omitted from this year's questionnaire list were left out because: 
(1) The consistency of the previous four years' reports made this year's possible 
answers a foregone conclusion. It would have been a waste of time asking for reports 
on Mayapan, for instance, when it has never rated above 39, or 
(2) The variety was decreasing in production and therefore becoming of less 
importance. 


